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Abstract
Advances in the domain of software-based technology pave the way for widespread use of object-oriented programs. There is a need to develop a well-established software system that will reduce maintenance costs and enhance the usability of the component. While designing a software system, its internal structure deteriorates due to prolonged or delayed maintenance activities. In such situations, restructuring of the software is a superior approach to improve the structure without changing external behaviour of the system. One approach to carry out restructuring is to use refactoring on the existing source code for improving the internal structure of the code. Code refactoring is an effective technique for software development that improves the software’s internal structure without changing its external behaviour. The purpose of refactoring is to improve the cohesion of existing code and minimize coupling in the existing module of a software system. Among numerous methods, clustering is one of the effective approaches to increase the cohesion of the system. Hence in this paper, the authors suggest to extract member functions and member variables and propose to find their similarity by Frequent Usage Pattern approach. Next, the proposed fuzzy based clustering algorithm perform effective code refactoring. The proposed method utilizes multiple refactoring methods to increase the cohesion of the component without any change in the meaning of the software system. The proposed system will offer automated support to change low-cohesive to high-cohesive functions. Finally, the proposed model has been experimentally tested with object-oriented programs.
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Аннотация
Достижения в области программных технологий открывают путь для широкого использования объектно-ориентированных программ. Существует необходимость в разработке рекомендувшей себя системы программного обеспечения, которая снизит затраты на обслуживание и повысит удобство использования компонента. При проектировании программной системы ее внутренняя структура ухудшается из-за
Introduction

Nowadays, object-oriented programs play an important role in software development scenarios and are extensively used by the research community. Also, software engineering always aims to provide low-maintenance software systems with low maintenance costs and time [1, 2]. Many researchers have reported that object-oriented practice is a beneficial method for developing software systems with good quality. At this point, good quality software defines that the system is manageable, reusable, easily modifiable and extensible based on the requirements [3, 4]. The changing requirement can lead to the continual development of real-world software. But the code becomes complicated when the software is modified and adapted. Then, its software quality diminishes, and the overall development cost also increases [3–5]. This generates the necessity for the methods that lessen the software complexity and therefore improve the quality and diminish the cost of maintenance. This type of technology is called refactoring, or refactoring in the development of object-oriented (OO) software. Refactoring has written the code into a simplified procedure for improving its internal operation without changing its external behaviour.

Software refactoring objective is to improve efficiency, such as understanding many aspects of quality. This makes it convenient for developers by making the program faster and helping in finding errors. As refactoring approaches change the internal code structure, quality metrics like coupling and cohesion also change [7–9]. The good quality software represents maximum cohesion and minimum coupling measure. Whenever developers planned to augment software quality, its coupling and cohesion became more challenging or more satisfying. If the outcome of quality metrics was not satisfied, the entire system tends to fail with high complexity [10]. By keeping this in mind, designers planned for an automated approach that has emerged as a suitable solution. Among various methods, pattern recognition concepts are applicable for achieving high cohesion software components by employing a refactoring technique. Generally, in the software development field, the cohesion measure is elaborated as the degree to which several software components are related. These measures are implemented at the class level of the code [11].

Researchers and programmers are now focused on the high cohesion model. Because it possesses advantages such as reusability, maintainability, understandability, and ability to modify the code, but these characteristics are not supportable in the low cohesion component. Generally, in a software framework, a poorly structured class comprises member functions and member variables that are not related to a class. Thus, for enhancing the modularity of an object-oriented software system, refactoring is a well-suited approach. In refactoring models, various operations like Move Method, Extract Class / Method are applied to improve its effectiveness without changing code functionality or behaviour. Maintenance of the code becomes more complex, if there are larger numbers of complex classes with unrelated functions and members [12, 13]. This kind of difficulties is minimized using clustering approaches where relatedness among member functions and member variables are grouped based on similarity. Afterwards, refactoring procedures are applied to eliminate mistakes recognized from the clustering approach.

While restricting software, these steps are followed to get the efficiency of the code which means that the internal structure of code improves. Thus, the reliability of the software model improves, and the number of the efforts taken for maintenance decreases. The most effective model to measure and specify the relatedness between member functions is the FUP approach. Here the member function usage pattern refers to the set of member functions and member variables that are accessible by direct or indirect calls to other member functions. This improves the consistency of the software because if the member functions share the same FUP between them, they will be linked to the same internal data usage [14, 15]. So in this paper, we analyse the software program to identify classes with unrelated...
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member functions and propose appropriate refactoring to eliminate the identified code problem and improve the software program infrastructure. This helps to improve the cohesive quality of the system. This metric is based on information collected by using frequent usage patterns of member functions. The clustering algorithm aims to group the respective member functions. Based on these clusters, we propose a refactoring algorithm to provide a set of refactoring processes that developers should follow to improve cohesion without changing the specifications of the software system.

The contributions of the study are illustrated as follows:
— The restructuring of software code is done for reducing maintenance costs and improving reusability.
— Clustering approaches are included in the proposed work to enhance the software design for the purpose of refactoring.
— Different refactoring techniques are utilized to identify errors in the software design.
— The utilization of different refactoring methods improves the cohesion metric and execution time of software systems.

The manuscript is prepared as follows: section II describes the related work. Section III illustrates the motivation of the research. The planned methodology is elaborated in section IV. Results and discussion are done in Section V. Conclusion is provided in the final section.

Literature survey

This section details the review of existing literature in software restructuring models. Among several kinds of research, some of the latest works are illustrated as well.

Alkhalid et al. [16] exhibited the Adaptive K-Nearest Neighbour (A-KNN) technique to achieve clustering based on the similarity in attribute weights. This methodology helps to support software designers in the refactoring process at the method/function level. This was done by means of discovering bad code or ill-structured software entities. But the obtained accuracy was not up to the mark with poor cohesion measure. So that internal complexity, cost and maintenance efforts are not achieved in an effective manner.

Rao et al. [17] presented a software refactoring model using two approaches. At first, low cohesive classes were discovered. Then clustering approaches were developed based on supplemented agglomerative clustering and were validated by Weyuker’s properties. For extracting class refactoring, clustering concepts were applicable based on Jaccard similarity metric values between class members.

Wang et al. [18] developed a multi model refactoring approach at the system level that helps to discover the move method, move field, and extract class refactoring prospects. The presented technique merges and splits the classes related among each other for acquiring ideal functionality distribution from the system level. For regrouping the entities, the weighted clustering method was utilized depending on merged method level networks. The bad codes obtained from inheritance and non-inheritance hierarchies were removed through pre-processing and pre-conditions approaches without modifying code behaviour.

Ratheet al. [19] examined the empirical evaluation of different dependency relationships in modelling dependency between different software components. Then a weighted dependency measurement scheme was developed by combining conceptual, structural, and change history-based relationships between software components. At last, various dependency models were estimated with different clustering techniques and were applied with open source Java code. These source codes are of dissimilar sizes and from different domains.

Khan et al. developed an approach named Distributed Object Oriented (DOO) based on the object-oriented concept in the point of the reference period. The core of DOO frameworks is the scattering of programming classes between different centres, and its main goal has no top-class circulation. Thus rebuilding is to be finished. To reinforce performance, DOO programming was restructured using a multifaceted strategy called the Neural Network (NN). First, a class dependency graph (CDG) was developed, in which hubs belonged to classes, and yet hubs associated with classes between situations. Currently, factors, lines, and import components were linked to the classes in the CDG presented to NN for preparation. Then, a set of prepared highlights was completed, using the OO Framework Class Dependency Based Clustering (CDBC) strategy, which was divided into subsystems with minimal coupling. Finally, grouped classes were embedded in bunch diagrams using the K-Medoid bunching method.

Alizadeh et al. [20] exhibited an interactive clustering approach for refactoring the software. The authors utilized different refactoring techniques with the help of multi-objective search functions for enhancing the software quality. They executed only the recommendation model for software refactoring so the received feedback from the developers may not be suitable for some refactoring strategies.

Sarika Bobde and Rashmi Phalnikar [21] presented a code refactoring model in an object-oriented software model to progress the cohesion metric of the code. The authors used clustering techniques for restructuring the software system and developed multiple refactoring approaches in the source code for well developed software design. But due to the lack of metric similarity selection, this presented method failed to reach the best performance level.

After analysing the literature review, each methodology contains some challenges. Based on that, some of the identified problems are given below:
— Program with duplicate logic is hard to read and modify.
— It is a common fact that a good software quality should possess high cohesion and low coupling measure. This objective lacks in the mentioned state-of-art techniques.
— If the quality metrics are achieved in existing approaches, then their computation time and accuracy were not maintained.

To outfit the current problem and lessen the computation amount, it is planned to implement a new clustering algorithm in the current research.

Motivation of the research

The development of software programs is a big business. While there is huge expense and efforts spent...
for preparing a code for its release, a few investigations demonstrate that 40–65% of the complete effort is spent for maintaining software after delivery with the goal that the maintenance is costly. These reasons motivate us to research in this field by attempting to diminish maintenance costs. Maintainability denotes making software easier which can be done via modifications. Here some of the essential modifications include bug fixes, integration of additional features and adaption of software functionalities suitable to different environments. When the maintainability of the software is affected, its whole quality will be corrupted. Modular and flexible software is generally easier to analyse and manage than poorly structured or complex software. Generally, programmers should possess knowledge about well-structured projects and can be able to understand the purpose of a particular code. Also, the code improvement should be made in a short period of time. But, not all the software “improvements” are worth doing. At every time of modification, the cost becomes higher. In addition to the cost, during the change in a program, there are potential additional costs when the external functionality of the software changes, e.g., updating test scripts and documentation. In addition, any changes to the software pose risks — new bugs may occur, or the code may be less manageable. Due to these issues, many software businesses choose to be conservative when making code changes. The perceived benefit of the change should outweigh the costs and risks considered.

**Proposed methodology for software restructuring**

Cohesion and coupling play a major role in designing a good software model — both the metrics measure the relatedness among different classes or modules. Generally, attaining a reusable and low maintenance software system is the desired goal, so the cohesion measure must always be high. However, most of the time, the cohesion measure for the particular module/class may lessen due to adding up new functionalities or maintenance activities in designing software. To overcome this drawback, the proposed methodology aims to enhance the cohesion of the module by exploiting member variables (MV) usage patterns and developing refactoring procedures on software.

- The method contained in the low cohesion class is transformed into a high cohesion class.
- The classes are separated into two or more cohesive classes.
- If the member function (MF) in different classes contains the same MVs means, then splitting is carried out under the basis of inheritance.

The upcoming section provides a detailed framework of the proposed methodology. The current implementation is carried out in Java, though the technique will also be applied to other programming languages. Initially, the constructed project, along with a total number of classes in it, \((CL_1, CL_2, CL_3, ..., CL_n)\) is generated. Immediately, the member variables \((MV_1, MV_2, MV_3, ..., MV_n)\) and member functions \((MF_1, MF_2, MF_3, ..., MF_n)\) are extracted from each class that is contained in a software system. Then the FUP (Frequent Usage Pattern) is calculated for each MV from dissimilar MF in the class. Then, the FUPs information is determined in the form of vectors. Here each and every vector signifies the usage pattern of MVs in place of the corresponding MF. This vector formation is utilized to define the similarity in the MV usage pattern between MFs. At once, the similarity measure is computed among MVs usage patterns from MFs with the help of these vectors. From the calculated similarity measure, the clustering of MF is carried out through the proposed fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm. The obtained cluster denotes a single cohesive set of MVs. Finally, each MF cluster is refactored using the proposed refactoring technique. The stepwise process of the proposed methodology is displayed in Fig.

The main objective of this proposed methodology is to reorganize the internal structure of the program in order
to reduce its complexity. To accomplish this program restructuring, we used the sample code written in Java for the experiment. Then, the member variable and member function that are present in the sample source code are extracted. The next step implies that the member variables directly or indirectly associated with the member function are extracted using frequent usage pattern extraction technique. The extracted and based on FUP member function is represented in vector form. Subsequently, the similarity existing between the member function is evaluated based on cohesion metrics. After that on the basis of the cohesion metric, the member functions which are responsible for similar activity are grouped into clusters using the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm. Finally, the output obtained as a result of the clustering algorithm is fed as an input into refactoring approach to achieve an effective software system. The performance of the proposed software restructuring model can be evaluated using cohesion metrics. The steps involved in this proposed methodology are briefly explained below.

**Extraction of member variables and member functions.**

- Extract MVs like public, protected and private defined in the class of software system. The extracted variables help to identify frequent usage pattern for different MF present in the software model.
- Extract MFs of all private and public variables apart from the constructor, setter or getter functions defined in the class of software.

Here constructors type MF is not at all extracted because it initializes the objects as well as it belongs to specific classes. So they cannot be moved or defined among other classes. Likewise, the setter and getter are unique functions in object-oriented software development standards that permit access to the private MV of a class (getter) and their initialization, i.e., setting MV to a known value (setter). They help to retrieve and set public MVs wherever in the software model. The private MFs cannot be accessed directly outside the class, but they can be directly called in the same class of public MFs. Because of this, they may be functionally associated with further public public MFs. The extracted MVs and functions and their corresponding class details are documented in a data structure format. This aids to identify the corresponding class during refactoring.

**Frequent Usage Pattern extraction.** At the second phase of the proposed work, the algorithm evaluates FUPs for each and every MF for all MVs. This FUP plays a significant role in recognizing dependencies between MFs. While refactoring the code, this form of dependency information is utilized for improving the cohesion measure of classes in a software system. The FUP is recognized by means of a subset of MVs, which are frequently utilized together by MFs in the designed software model. The subset of FUP of a given member variable is denoted as $M_v$; through this, we can identify all other MVs directly or indirectly. The indirect usage comprises MVs accessed throughout the other MFs, which are called by $M_v$. This indirect usage does not contain recursive calls so that the outcome is in the form of an infinite loop because of the static system analysis, and their uses have been observed.

**Illustration of vector for member functions FUP.** The FUP is initialized as a vector of size $(Tc + n)$ for fining MVs usage similarity between MFs. Here $Tc$ represents the total number of class and $n$ is the total number of MFs present in the designed software model. The vector format is represented as a row-wise and column-wise matrix form. In the vector format, $Tc$ slots symbolize the classes and define the total number of MVs of a class utilized by $M_f$. Similarly, $n$ represents the MVs which may be either 0 or 1. Where 1 in the MV slot denotes consequent MFs, which use its consequent MV, and 0 indicates MFs, which do not use its consequent MV. This must be determined under the basis of the identified FUP for their consequent MFs. The value of the vector becomes 0 when MF does not use any of the MV of the classes accordingly in the software system. The overall information will be utilized by the refactoring mechanism.

**Evaluating similarity based cohesive metrics.** As per knowledge, the clustering algorithm helps to cluster the segments of codes. In clustering approaches, any two clusters are grouped together on the basis of similarity measures. Therefore, similarity measures should be available for cluster analysis. So proposing the similarity metric helps to point out the closeness measures of two MFs contained in the value of vector space and this information is used for the next step. Two MFs that have a higher similarity metric are regarded to be interrelated with each other. In other words, to find similarity among MF pairs, the similarity metric is introduced, which measures the relatedness between MFs. In our case, a new similarity measure FUP is studied and evaluated. The following paragraph describes the cohesion metric working principle.

For improving the cohesion measure, FUP is formulated as:

$$
\text{Similarity metric} (M_f, M_{f'}) = \frac{|\text{use pattern} (M_f) \cap \text{use pattern} (M_{f'})|}{|\text{use pattern} (M_f) \cup \text{use pattern} (M_{f'})|}.
$$

Thus, the similarity metric was evaluated based on the FUP set defined above. It is represented as the proportion of the total number of the same MVs utilized to the total number of unique MVs retrieved by both MFs. This type of information can be used for refactoring to improve the cohesion of classes in a software framework. The obtained results are used as the input to the proposed clustering algorithm. Increasing cohesion of the class will eventually reduce the coupling due to refactoring.

**Coding with an example.** To the best of our knowledge, the FUP metric analysed in the proposed solution performs better than all other metrics. So, an illustration is presented below to investigate the computation of the FUP strategy that helps to verify and validate our cohesion improvement approach. It also defines how FUP is interrelated by modularization and shows improved cohesion in object-oriented classes of software design. The sample source code written in Java programming language is given below in Table 1.

The original sample code given in the above table comprises four classes, namely $CL_1$, $CL_2$, $CL_3$ and $CL_4$. At the method level, the FUP is processed, and it includes...
Table 1. Sample source code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
<th>Class 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>public Class CL₁</td>
<td>public Class CL₂</td>
<td>public Class CL₃</td>
<td>public Class CL₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ int a, b; public void MF₁()</td>
<td>{ int d, e, f; public void MF₂()</td>
<td>{ int g, h; public void MF₃()</td>
<td>{ int i, j; public void MF₄()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>{ int c;</td>
<td>{ int c;</td>
<td>{ CL₁ c = newCL₁();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void MF₁()</td>
<td>c = d + e;</td>
<td>c = g + 4;</td>
<td>c.MF₃();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>c = a × b;</td>
<td></td>
<td>public int MF₄()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void MF₂()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ return (i + j);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>c = b + 6;</td>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public int MF₅()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ return (i – j);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a sequence of the unordered MV names utilized by its equivalent MF indirectly or directly called to different methods of the classes. The method MF₁ from CL₁ class is described and the FUP is a set \{a, b\}; the same class consists of another one method MF₂(), and its FUP is set \{b\} considering the second class CL₂ which consists of two methods MF₃() and MF₄(), for that FUP is set \{d, e\} and \{e, f\} respectively. Similarly, the FUP of every MF is computed in the software framework. The ideology adopted here is that if any MF shares a set of common MFs, they should be put together to fulfill conceptual dependency. Afterwards, merging and splitting (bad code) is done for the internal structure of classes which is shown in the subsequent Table 2.

In the modified Java code, classes CL₂ and CL₁ are merged together which forms CL₂, CL₃. Next to this, the final class CL₄ is split into Class CL₄, 1 and Class CL₄, 2. This modified code comprises eight MFs and nine MVs. MF₁() uses a and b member variables, whereas MF₂() utilizes member variable b. Likewise, all MFs contain their corresponding MVs, and all other FUP are computed for the rest of MFs, which vary from MF₃() to MF₄(). This FUP is denoted in the vector form where 0 denotes the non-usage of MV and 1 denotes the usage of MV. This vector encodes the information of a total number of MVs accessed for the corresponding class by means of MF. This information is useful for restricting the software model in the final stage. After the vector representation, a similarity measure is computed between the pair of MFs. It helps to calculate the relatedness between MFs as the ratio of similar accessed MVs (FUP intersection) to the sum MVs (FUP union) accessed uniquely by both MFs.

From the example code, the similarity between a member function MF₁() and MF₂() is ½ (0.5). Likewise, the similarity between the other two member functions MF₃() and MF₄() is 0/4 (0). These similarity values are evaluated using the metric formula and are denoted in a square matrix M of size 8 × 8. This obtained matrix is given

Table 2. Modified sample source code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
<th>Class 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>public Class CL₁</td>
<td>public Class CL₂, CL₃</td>
<td>public Class CL₄, 1</td>
<td>public Class CL₄, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ int a, b; public void MF₁()</td>
<td>{ int d, e, f, g, h; public void MF₂()</td>
<td>{ int i, j; public void MF₄()</td>
<td>{ int i, j; Public int MF₅()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>{ int c;</td>
<td>{ CL₁ c = newCL₁();</td>
<td>{ CL₄, 1 c = newCL₄, 1();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void MF₁()</td>
<td>c = d + e;</td>
<td>c.MF₃();</td>
<td>return (c.MF₅());</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>c = a × b;</td>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void MF₂()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public int MF₆()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>c = b + 6;</td>
<td></td>
<td>{ return (i + j);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public int MF₇()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{ return (i – j);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as the input to the next phase of the fuzzy based clustering. The proposed clustering algorithm gives four clusters as outputs which are \( \{MF_1, MF_2\}, \{MF_3, MF_4, MF_5\}, \{MF_6\}, \{MF_7, MF_8\} \). In the clustering outcome, \( MF_7 \) is the method to be found in class \( CL_2 \), \( CL_4 \), and it is placed separately after performing the merging operation. Likewise, \( MF_3 \) of split class \( CL_4 \) and \( CL_4 \) are located in the same cluster as \( \{MF_7, MF_8\} \). Therefore, the FUP plays a significant role in dependency identification between MFs. This identified dependency data is used during refactoring for improving classes’ cohesion in the software model.

**Clustering based on fuzzy c-means approach.** The created matrix is fed as the input to the clustering strategy. The clustering phase implements the proposed fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (FCM). It reduces the chance of reusability and maintenance; then it will obtain low cohesion. FCM is a suitable approach for obtaining high cohesion where a separate class is defined for all jobs to execute a specific job. Also, its clustering process depends directly on the distance measure. It is the combination of the c-means strategy by handling fuzzy data. In this clustering technique, at first, each MF is assigned to a separate cluster which forms \( m \) number of clusters on the basis of distance among the cluster centre and MFs. The reason behind choosing the FCM technique is that it has a high grouping capacity and offers the best outcome for the overlapped project. In the k-means clustering approach, data points belong to one cluster centre, whereas in the overlapped project. In the k-means clustering approach, data points belong to one cluster centre, whereas in the proposed FCM method, the data point may belong to more than one cluster through the membership function. Therefore, FCM performs comparatively better than the k-means algorithm.

The working principle is shortly given as follows:

Step 1: Initialize the created matrix, which is represented as \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, y_3, ..., y_n\} \) and the set of clusters is also initialized as \( V = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, ..., v_c\} \).

Step 2: Select the cluster centres randomly.

Step 3: Evaluate the fuzzy membership function by

\[
\mu_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{c} (\frac{d_{ij}}{d_{ik}})^{2(m-1)}}
\]

Step 4: The fuzzy centre is calculated by \( v_j = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\mu_{ij})^m} \).

Step 5: Repeat the above steps (3) and (4) until the minimum objective is reached.

The objective function is formulated as

\[
J(u, v) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{c} (\mu_{ij})^m ||y_i - v_j||^2,
\]

where \( ||y_i - v_j||^2 \) defines Euclidean distance between \( i-th \) and \( j-th \) cluster centre.

After this, merge any two close MFs showing the highest similarity value into a single cluster which forms \( m-1 \) total clusters. Until we get the single cluster with all MFs, the process of merging takes place. The output of the clustering technique is a set of clusters. This set of clusters helps to aid the software designers in discovering a low cohesive measure. Then software designers decompose them into numerous fragments of code and compose them into new functions. The objects in each cluster have higher relatedness than the objects in dissimilar clusters. As information gained from the proposed research, it is important to improve the software systems design by refactoring during the emergence of object-oriented software systems. Refactoring aims to change a software system so that it not only modifies the performance of the external code but also improves its internal structure.

**Refactoring model.** The final stage of the proposed work focuses on the refactoring for the obtained clusters. The obtained cluster is taken as the input for refactoring, which is a highly related set of MFs. As much as possible, the highly related clusters should be present together for enhancing the cohesion measure and programming frameworks internal structure. By moving MFs of corresponding MVs, the refactoring of the source code is done efficiently. For refactoring, different approaches are utilized, which are move methods, class extraction and class extraction with its inheritance, etc. The main advantage of the proposed model is that refactoring can be achieved in multiple ways. So combing different methods, our refactoring model works based on the following three cases:

Case 1: First, check if each method in a cluster can be grouped into a new class based on the sharing of MVs with other methods.

Case 2: Or else, it attempts to move methods to previous classes depending on the relatedness value for achieving the cohesion of the classes concerned.

Case 3: At last, if the defined two cases are not feasible, due to high sharing of MVs between the methods and their non-movement nature (because MVs cannot be copied directly from one class to another with the methods), therefore the technique groups methods of a cluster in a new cluster along with inheritance by defining a new base class. That base class comprises all the MVs which are shared. This can be done for preserving the software integrity. These steps are illustrated in the following table.

Thus, the benefit of the proposed method is likely to increase the effectiveness of the software system by improving its cohesion measure.

**Experiments and discussion**

Several experiments were conducted to verify the proposed procedure and explain how the sample projects can be written differently. The entire methodology was tested with the metrics like cohesion, accuracy and time. As mentioned earlier, when the cohesion of a class increases, its coupling automatically decreases. The present implementation is written in Java. Moreover, the technology can also be supported by other programming languages.

**Performance metrics.** The cohesion metric used in this methodology is the Lack cohesion in methods (LCOM), Tight Class Cohesion (TCC), Loose Class Cohesion (LCC),
Accuracy and time. The following notes describe the working principle of those metrics:

**LCOM**: LCOM metric defines the number of pair of methods in the class using several instance variables in common. Assume that $M$ represents the pairs of methods without shared instance variables and $N$ defines the pairs of methods with shared instance variables. Then, LCOM is formulated as:

$$\text{LCOM} = \begin{cases} |M| - |N|; & \text{if } |M| > |N| \\ 0; & \text{if } |M| - |N| \text{ is negative} \end{cases}$$

**TCC**: TCC is defined as the relative number of common methods connected directly. Assume that a class contains $M$ number of common methods. Let $MP$ represent the maximum number of common pairs of methods and is given as $MP = \left\lfloor \frac{M \times (M - 1)}{2} \right\rfloor$. The mathematical notation of TCC is given as follows:

$$\text{TCC} = \frac{MDC}{MP}.$$ Here $MDC$ defines the number of direct connections among common methods.

**LCC**: LCC is defined as the relative number of common methods connected directly or indirectly and is formulated by:

$$\text{LCC} = \frac{MIC}{MP}.$$ Here $MIC$ term denotes the number of direct or indirect connections among common methods.

The following subsections elaborate on the outcome of these experiments.

**Evaluation based on doc MGR project.**

Meanwhile, the values obtained after clustering are higher than the ones before clustering for total lines, representing the total number of member functions and member variables. Also, the cohesion value obtained by LCC and TCC is high for the proposed approach, and the LCOM value obtained is lesser for the proposed method. As we know, TCC and LCC scores range from 0 (the least cohesive) to 1 (the most cohesive). And if the LCOM measure obtains lesser value means, the cohesion measure will be better. Likewise, the LCC value is always greater than TCC. Here it is clear that cohesion is improved after the refactoring, then automatically coupling gets minimized after performing the refactoring. Following this performance evaluation, we performed a comparison between proposed refactoring and existing refactoring method. Table 4 illustrates the comparative analysis carried out between the proposed and conventional refactoring techniques.

The comparison carried out between the proposed and conventional refactoring method is displayed in Table 3. The analysis revealed that cohesion or coupling measure are improved using the proposed refactoring approach compared with conventional methods. This is proved through evaluating some of the cohesion metrics like LCC, TCC and LCOM. The obtained values for these cohesion metrics are lower than the ones for the existing approaches. Finally, based on this study, it is shown that the improved cohesion is attained using the proposed refactoring model for program restructuring.

**Conclusion and future work**

This work aims to provide automated assistance to identify low-cohesive or poorly-structured functions and to provide refactoring recommendations to software designers to guide their refactoring operations. For improving cohesion performance, initially, member variables and member functions were extracted, and then their frequent usage pattern structures based on the dependencies between member functions were extracted. Then fuzzy c-means based clustering technique was proposed for refactoring to acquire a good quality software system. The main advantage of the proposed clustering algorithm is that each MF is assigned to a separate cluster. It results in better usability and maintenance, which causes the lowest time, cost, and effort. The proposed methodology is executed

### Table 3. Comparison before and after clustering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Performance before clustering</th>
<th>Clustering by the proposed FCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Lines</td>
<td>11 862</td>
<td>16 567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total No. of Member Function</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total No. of Member Variable</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack cohesion in methods (LCOM)</td>
<td>2448.0</td>
<td>1871.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loose Class Cohesion (LCC)</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tight Class Cohesion (TCC)</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Analysis carried out between the proposed and conventional refactoring approach for program restructuring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCOM</td>
<td>3585</td>
<td>2566</td>
<td>2356</td>
<td>1871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in object-oriented programming languages and was tested with existing algorithms to show the superiority of the proposed method.

Future scope

In future, we plan to use hybrid clustering approaches that will help further to decrease computation time. Another research direction includes various types of refactoring, such as Rename, to be automatically handled by the proposed model.
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